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HILLTOWN LIFE
Adventures in theater at Berkshire East
By Virginia Ray and Staff
CHARLEMONT — Berkshire
East Mountain Resort is known
for outdoor adventures, but
this summer, the mountain
hosted an extravaganza like
no other when Hilltown Youth
and Recovery Theatre founder
and artistic director Jonathan
Diamond and members of this
year’s Hilltown Youth Theatre
Summer Workshop brought their
aerial trapeze for four nights in
August to perform “Avatar: The
Last Air Bender.”
This was the group’s ninth
“outdoor, traveling summer
spectacle” and in it nature and
mythical civilizations collided,
imploded, and were resurrected.
Seventy-plus performers,
dancers, musicians, and circus
artists took the audience (riding
by chairlift) along the resort’s
pond to its peaks, slopes, and
wooded trails while fantastical
creatures flew (literally) and
danced (expressively) until the
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fantastic sunset.
Mayzie Mason trains on the aerial trapeze in preparation for Hilltown Youth’s performance of
The Workshop’s mission is to “Avatar: The Last Airbender” at Berkshire East.
build supportive, creative communities and to put on great
shows.
“It is part of an effort to use
theater to create a larger sense
of community that transcends
buildings and school campuses
and instills in young people a
sense of place and appreciation
of rural hilltown life,” Diamond
says.
Through working with Double Edge Theatre in Ashfield,
Chrysalis, Knighthorse, Homunculas Mask Theatres and
other luminaries in the social
justice and performing arts
fields, Diamond and a cache of
guest artists and student-faculty
try to introduce young artists to
opportunities that stretch them
beyond the boundaries of western Massachusetts.
“Experiences that help them
see the world outside our home
in Charlemont while still being
rooted here,” says Diamond.
This year the program moved
from the Academy at Charlemont to the Hawlemont RePhoto by Oliver Diamond
gional School. The campus is Greenfield High School 9th-grader Afri Flynn, playing Aang, escapes her captors on the aerial trapeze.
closer to the mountain and also
helped with logistical issues,
such as providing a place to
hang giant circus silks during
spates of rain and large spaces
for music workshops, movement, and martial arts classes.
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Amherst Middle School student Anika Hatfield performing on the
aerial fabrics (circus silks) in Hilltown Youth Theatre’s production
of “Avatar: The Last Airbender,” which was performed the first
week of August at Berkshire East. Company rigger and trapeze
artist installed an outdoor static rig at the top of black diamond
ski trail “Flying Cloud.”
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Hawlemont Regional and Buckland-Shelburne Elementary School
6th-graders Raia LeBreux and Allie Martin rehearse their fight
for the closing scene.

The beast comes to The
Beast

The experience began when
Mohawk 10th-grader Meckenzie
Sarage gathered the audience
with a powerful rendition of a
rock number by Pink Floyd “The
Great Gig In The Sky.” Hilltown
Youth Music Director and NYU
student Franklin Speck accompanied Sarage on keyboard.
In the clouds of the air temple
(aerial park), with a beautifully choreographed dance that
UMASS visiting lecturer and
guest artist Molly Fletcher Lynch
sited on the ground in front of the
audience and in the tree canopy
above, performers moved to
the sounds of Speck’s keyboard
and the cello playing of former
Mohawk Trail Regional School
and Double Edge Theatre Music
Director Scott Halligan.
Monk Gyatso, played by Mohawk 7th-grader Addie Loomis,
who was perched high in the
treetops, sang out the opening
line: “Aang, come with us, we
need to speak with you!”
The story is about a world
inhabited by human beings,
hybrid animals, spirits, and nations representing the classic
elements — air, water, earth, and
fire. Each tribe includes people
with special powers known as
“benders” who have the ability
to telekinetically manipulate
their nation’s element using
martial arts.
Its entire civilization is threatened and thrown into war when
the leaders of the Fire Nation,
Zuko, played by Luke Mackert,
and his sister, Azula, want to expand their nation’s territory and
influence. Azula was portrayed
powerfully by Mohawk 10thgrader Sarah Close. In the story,
the only hope for peace lies in the
hands of the last air bender, the
Avatar, a 12-year-old girl (in Hill-
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Academy 9th-grader Nick Forbes and unschooler Sam Picone- San Francisco native and Heath summer resident Avery Dauer, 13, played Firelord Ozai in Hilltown
Louro perform with dragon masks.
Youth Theatre’s production of “Avatar: Last Airbender” at Berkshire East.
town Youth’s retelling), played by
Four Rivers Charter School 9thgrader Afri Flynn. Only the Avatar possesses the ability to bend
all four elements, but Aang is a
reluctant hero. After the Monks
inform her of her destiny, afraid
of her new responsibilities and of
being separated from her mentor
Gyatso, she flees her home on her
flying bison, Appa, played by the
impish Quinn Speck.
“Avatar” contains epic legends
and lore properties, like “Star
Wars,” “Harry Potter” and “Lord
of The Rings,” but the popular anime series aired on Nickelodeon
borrows extensively from East
Asian art and mythology. The
script was created and penned
by Workshop associate artistic director, Mohawk graduate

and Oberlin third-year student
Zach Arfa, Speck, and studentfaculty and Mohawk alum Adam
Hallenback.
Following the opening scene,
Aang is forced into the ocean by
a storm; she enters the Avatar
State and encases herself and
Appa in suspended animation
in an iceberg near the South
Pole for 100 years. This scene
took place at the pond, where
Flynn’s character was cocooned
inside an aerial fabric hung from
a cable 30 feet above the water.
Her cohorts Katara, played by
Mohawk 9th-grader Katie Martin, and Sokka, Four Rivers 8thgrader Malachai Flynn, discover
the Avatar trapped in the iceberg
while Katara is practicing her
water bending.

The Avatar dropped into their
raft and the three paddled the
raft back to shore, where Zuko
discovers his nemesis and rival
is just a child. The Avatar and
her new friends flee with Zuko
in pursuit.
From there the action moved
to a balcony of the main lodge
where we were introduced to the
spirits played by Mohawk 10thgrader Alison Blakeslee, Pioneer
Valley for the Performing Arts
10th-grader Sara Becker, Stonleigh Burnham 8th-grader Abby
Rosner, un-schooler 10-year-old
Luna Picone-Louro and Hawlemont 5th-grader Chay Mojallali.
This talented ensemble provided
some of the show’s most humorous moments and beautiful
harmonies.

Aang is captured, then rescued
on the aerial trapeze with Fire
Nation warriors flying overhead
on zip lines. From there it was
off to the secret tunnel (a.k.a.,
chairlift).
On some nights, close to 200
audience members and performers ascended the mountain
together. Beneath the chair, set
designer Laura Iveson’s vision,
executed by her team leaders
Stonliegh Burnham 9th-grader
Leah Rosner and Turner’s Falls
unschooler Sam Picone-Louro
(age 15), moved up the mountain. With signs for cabbages
(an in-joke for avid Avatar fans)
and stunning backdrops, martial
artists fought on rocky cliffs and,
at the top, musicians and singers
serenaded the audience.

Despite their young ages,
following in the footprints of
their mentors and cultural partners at Double Edge Theatre,
all Hilltown Youth performers
and ensemble members seem
to share an understanding that
theater is about more than acting
and set building — “it’s about
world-making,” said Diamond.
Wherever the audience moved,
it was surrounded by song, “air
walkers” on spools and stilts,
ribbons, musicians, dragons,
icebergs, banners, flags, totems,
and other colorful imagery.
From the chairlift, the action
moved to a staging area with
some of the youngest and most
adorable of the super-sized cast,
ages 7-9. At the top of the moun➤ continued on page 12

